You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JVC KD-R501. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the JVC KD-R501 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
CAUTION: Visible and/or invisible class 1M laser radiation when open. Do not view directly with optical instruments. @@@@If you wish to dispose of this
product and the battery, please do so in accordance with applicable national legislation or other rules in your country and municipality. By disposing of this
product correctly, you will help to conserve natural resources and will help prevent potential negative effects on the environment and human health. Notice:
The sign Pb below the symbol for batteries indicates that this battery contains lead. Digital devices (CD/USB) produce very little noise compared with other
sources. Lower the volume before playing these digital sources to avoid damaging the speakers by sudden increase of the output level. Do not raise the
volume level too much, as this will block outside sounds, making driving dangerous. â· Stop the car before performing any complicated operations. If you
have parked the car for a long time in hot or cold weather, wait until the temperature in the car becomes normal before operating the unit.
How to reset your unit . How to reset your unit Be careful not to drop the disc when it ejects. â· If this does not work, reset your unit. This mark is used to
indicate. Turn the control dial to make a selection, then press to confirm the selection.
Attenuate the sound (if the power is on). â· Turn off the power [Hold]. You can control this unit with an optionally purchased remote controller. *1 Also
known as "Control dial" in this manual. *2 You cannot select "CD" as the playback source if no disc is in the unit.
*3 You cannot select these sources if they were disabled in the Menu (see "SRC SELECT" in "Menu operations" on page 19). *4 You can still adjust the
volume during pause when the selected source is CD/USB. Before resume playback, check to be sure that you have not raise the volume level too much. 1 Tr
(track) indicator 2 Source display / Track number / Folder number / Press and hold until the main menu is called up. " Adjust the hour, then press control dial
once to proceed to adjust the minute. When the power is turned off: The current clock time is displayed if "CLOCK DISP" is set to "CLOCK OFF," (see page
16). When the power is turned on: The display information of the current source changes as follows: FM/AM Station Frequency = Clock = (back to the
beginning) FM Radio Station name (PS) = Station Frequency = Programme type (PTY) = Clock = (back to the Data System beginning) CD Audio CD/CD
Text: Disc title/performer *1 = Track title *1 = Current track number with the elapsed playing time = Current track number with the clock time = (back to
the beginning) MP3/WMA: Album name/performer (folder name) *2 = Track title (file name) *2 = Current track number with the elapsed playing time =
Current track number with the clock time = (back to the beginning) You can also search for a station manually--Manual Search. Hold either one of the
buttons until "M" flashes on the display, then press it repeatedly. â· When receiving an FM stereo broadcast with sufficient signal strength, the ST indicator
lights up on the display. When an FM stereo broadcast is hard to receive, activate monaural mode for better reception.
Select the preset number range you want to store. Local FM stations with the strongest signals are searched and stored automatically. To preset other 6
stations, repeat from step 1 again. 50 MHz into preset number "04. The following features are available only for FM Radio Data System stations. You can
tune in to a station broadcasting your favorite programme by searching for a PTY code. TA Standby Reception allows the unit to switch temporarily to Traffic
Announcement (TA) from any source other than AM. The volume changes to the preset TA volume level if the current level is lower than the preset level (see
page 17). (This occurs when you are listening to an FM station without the Radio Data System signals required for TA Standby Reception. ) To activate the
reception, tune in to another station providing these signals.
When driving in an area where FM reception is not sufficient enough, this unit automatically tunes in to another FM Radio Data System station of the same
network, possibly broadcasting the same programme with stronger signals (see the illustration below). When shipped from the factory, Network-Tracking
Reception is activated. PTY Standby Reception PTY Standby Reception allows the unit to switch temporarily to your favorite PTY programme from any source
other than AM. To activate the reception, tune in to another station providing these signals. Usually when you select a preset number, the station preset in that
number is tuned in.
If the signals from the FM Radio Data System preset station are not sufficient for good reception, this unit, using the AF data, tunes in to another frequency
possibly broadcasting the same programme as the original preset station is broadcasting. â· The unit takes some time to tune in to another station using
programme search. All tracks will be played repeatedly until you change the source or eject the disc. Pressing (or holding) the following buttons allows you
to. [Press] Select track [Hold] Reverse/fast-forward track To cancel the prohibition, repeat the same procedure.
For MP3/WMA discs, select the desired folder, then the desired track by repeating the control dial procedures. You can use only one of the following playback
modes at a time. FOLDER RND : MP3/WMA: Randomly plays all tracks of current folder, then tracks of next folders : Randomly plays all tracks To cancel
repeat play or random play, select "RPT OFF" or "RND OFF. This unit can play MP3/WMA tracks stored in a USB device. All tracks will be played
repeatedly until you change the source or detach the USB device. Straightly pull it out from the unit. You can operate the USB device in the same way you
operate the files on a disc. Playback starts from where it has been stopped previously. â· If a different USB device is currently attached, playback starts from
the beginning. Avoid using the USB device if it might hinder your safety driving.
â· Do not pull out and attach the USB device repeatedly while "READING" is shown on the display. â· Do not start the car engine if a USB device is
connected. â· This unit may not be able to play the files depending on the type of USB device. â· Operation and power supply may not work as intended for
some USB devices. Make sure all important data has been backed up to avoid losing the data. Some USB devices may not work immediately after you turn on
the power. â· For more details about USB operations, see page 22. @@Adjust the sound as you want (see pages 14 and 15). @@We recommend that you use
remote controller RM-RK50 with your unit. @@Attenuates the sound when the power is on.
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â· Turns the power off if pressed and held. Do not install any battery other than CR2025 or its equivalent. Store the battery in a place where children cannot
reach. @@@@@@@@You can select a preset sound mode suitable to the music genre. @@Repeat steps 3 and 4 to adjust other sound characteristics.
@@@@@@CLOCK SET : Adjust the hour, then the minute, [6]. EQ : Select a preset sound mode suitable to the music genre.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@W FREQ * : Frequencies lower than 72 Hz are sent to the subwoofer. @@ cutoff frequency Â· HIGH :
Frequencies lower than 157 Hz are sent to the subwoofer. MUTING 1/ : Select either one which mutes the sounds while using a Telephone MUTING 2
cellular phone.
LOW POWER : VOLUME 00 Â VOLUME 30 (Select if the maximum power Amplifier gain of each speaker is less than 50 W to prevent damaging the control
speaker. *7 If you are using a two-speaker system, set the fader level to "00. " *10 The volume level automatically changes to "VOLUME 30" if you change to
"LOW POWER" with the volume level set higher than "VOLUME 30. *11 Displayed only when any source other than "AM" is selected. *12 Displayed only
when any source other than "AUX IN" is selected. You can create your own colors--"DAY COLOR" or "NIGHT COLOR. Repeat steps 5 and 6 to adjust other
primary colors. If no operation is done for about 30 seconds, the operation will be canceled. More about this unit Turning on the power â· By pressing SRC
button on the unit, you can also turn on the power. Network-Tracking Reception requires two types of Radio Data System signals--PI (Programme
Identification) and AF (Alternative Frequency) to work correctly.
Without receiving these data correctly, Network-Tracking Reception will not operate correctly. â· If a Traffic Announcement is received by TA Standby
Reception, the volume level automatically changes to the preset level (TA VOL) if the current level is lower than the preset level. Turning off the power â· If
you turn off the power while listening to a track, playback will start from where it had been stopped previously next time you turn on the power. If you change
the source while listening to a disc, playback stops. Next time you select "CD" as the playback source, playback will start from where it had been stopped
previously. â· If no operation is done for about 30 seconds after pressing MENU button, the operation will be canceled. The Non-DVD side of a "DualDisc"
does not comply with the "Compact Disc Digital Audio" standard. Therefore, the use of Non-DVD side of a DualDisc on this product may not be
recommended. Â All previously stored stations are erased and the stations are stored anew. When storing a station manually, the previously preset station is
erased when.
â· This unit does not support SD card reader. This unit cannot recognize a USB device whose rating is other than 5 V and exceeds 500 mA. â· USB devices
equipped with special functions such as data security functions cannot be used with the unit. â· Do not use a USB device with 2 or more partitions. â· This unit
may not recognized a USB device connected through a USB card reader.
â· This unit may not play back files in a USB device properly when using a USB extension cord. â· This unit cannot play back the following files: Â MP3 files
encoded with MP3i and MP3 PRO format. If the ejected disc is not removed within 15 seconds, it is automatically inserted into the loading slot again to
protect it from dust. â· After ejecting a disc or removing a USB device, "NO DISC" or "NO USB" appears and you cannot operate some of the buttons. Insert
another disc, reattach a USB device, or press SRC to select another playback source.
@@What appears to be trouble is not always serious. Check the following points before calling a service center. symptoms Â· Sound cannot be heard from
the speakers. general Â· The unit does not work at all. Disc cannot be played back. insert the disc correctly. CD-R/CD-RW cannot be played back. Finalize
the CD-R/CD-RW with the component which skipped. you used for recording. Disc can neither be played back nor ejected.
Disc sound is sometimes interrupted. â· Stop playback while driving on rough roads. Disc cannot be played back. @@) Do not use too many hierarchical
levels and folders. @@@@The elapsed playing time is not correct. This sometimes occurs during playback. This is caused by how the tracks are recorded on
the disc. * Folder that is physically empty or folder that contains data but does not contain valid MP3/WMA track. â· The correct characters are not displayed
This unit can only display letters (upper case), numbers, (e. The track played back is not an MP3/WMA track.
Do not use too many hierarchy or folders. â· Turn off the power then on again. * Folder that is physically empty or folder that contains data but does not
contain valid MP3/WMA track. â· Tracks/folders are not played back in the The playback order is determined by the write-in time order you have intended.
stamp.
The first track/folder written into the USB device will be the first track/folder for playback. Correct characters are not displayed (e. g. This unit can only
display alphabets (upper case), album name). Numbers, and a limited number of symbols.
â· While playing a track, sound is sometimes The MP3/WMA tracks have not been properly copied into interrupted. the USB device. Copy MP3/WMA tracks
again into the USB device, and try again. Microsoft and Windows Media are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States and/or other countries. How to clean the connectors frequent detachment will deteriorate the connectors. To minimize this possibility,
periodically wipe the connectors with a cotton swab or cloth moistened with alcohol, being careful not to damage the connectors. To keep discs clean A dirty
disc may not play correctly. If a disc does become dirty, wipe it with a soft cloth in a straight line from center to edge. â· Do not use any solvents (for example,
conventional record cleaner, spray, thinner, benzine, etc. New discs may have some rough spots around the inner and outer edges.
If such a disc is used, this unit may reject the disc. To remove these rough spots, rub the edges with a pencil or ball-point pen, etc. Do not use the following
discs: Moisture may condense on the lens inside the unit in the following cases: Â· If it becomes very humid inside the car. Should this occur, the unit may
malfunction. In this case, eject the disc and leave the unit turned on for a few hours until the moisture has evaporated. When removing a disc from its Center
holder case, press down the center holder of the case and lift the disc out, holding it by the edges.
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Do not touch its recording surface. When storing a disc in its case, gently insert the disc around the center holder (with the printed surface facing up). â·
Make sure to store discs in cases after use. Transparent or semitransparent parts on its recording area AUDIO AMPLIFIER SECTION Maximum Power
Output: Continuous Power Output (RMS): Front/Rear: Front/Rear: 50 W per channel 19 W per channel into 4 , 40 Hz to 20 000 Hz at no more than 0.
) Installation Size: Panel Size: Mass: Design and specifications are subject to change without notice. 12 Mbps Mass storage class FAT 32/16/12 MP3/WMA
DC 5 V 500 mA Compact disc player Non-contact optical pickup (semiconductor laser) 2 channels (stereo) 5 Hz to 20 000 Hz 96 dB 98 dB Less than
measurable limit Max. Having TROUBLE with operation? Dear Customer, This apparatus is in conformance with the valid European directives and
standards regarding electromagnetic compatibility and electrical safety. .
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